Start Your Own Tracking Business ....
Would you like your own Tracking panel and your own Apps ?

« Gotek7 will take care of everything for you,
this is what you get for your money.»

«Why should you choose GoTEK7 ?»
- We are dedicated in updating our infrastructure and panel
almost every day, it simply never stops.

- A white label front end platform
- A login url that you require from your domain provider (sub
domain like login.myowntrackingbusiness .com) you simply
point it towards our server
- An administration panel that allows you to run your business.
Like adding credits or subscriptions. Adding and removing
accounts and a lot more.
- Lowest global data sim card costs in the world.
- Your very own white label APPS on both IOS and Android.

- Gotek7 are investing into new technologies like LoRa and we
are also building some new exciting hardware that will benefit
you.
- We are a company with a comfortable balance sheet that
adopts an attitude that “to stay in this industry you have to be
different and cost affective”
- With nearly 20 years’ experience and a great engineering
team, you are in a position to almost ask us to build you
anything that requires a GPS solution.

- Training on how to use the administration panel.
- Tools for customer support.
- Web builders that have worked with us for many years, they
simply know what they are doing and will create you a proper
site for a fraction of the cost.
- A solid and stable infrastructure that is hosted via our secure
and dedicated servers in one of the largest data centers in the
UK.

«How long does it take to create my own panel,
so I can start selling GPS solutions ?»
- This depends on you also, with the correct information we can
achieve all this within ten days.
- IOS can take around 7-10 days, this usually is the only hold
up for us, however we have found they are a lot quicker lately

- Trade pricing on our hardware

« Enjoying working hard and create a business that gives you a revenue. »
- You are able to charge a monthly fee or simply follow our method, allow your customers to go to your site and click and pay with
a choice of unlimited tracking packages
- Enjoy extremely low running costs, in fact enjoy a liability that is almost zero.
- We will even place the sims inside the devices for you and test them and get a fresh GPS position for you, we will then transfer the
sims to your dedicated sim software.
- Enjoy full control over your sims, stop them when you wish, view live data feeds and more importantly, enjoy the lowest data rate that
no other company can compete with you around the globe.
- Enjoy making a well-earned profit margin, just go out there and show yourself off, support and warranty is all backed by us. You
support your customers, we support you.

« What does it all cost ? »

- 5000 euros We have a simple and fair contract in place that protects both parties. 2500 Euros is required upfront and the balance paid on completion.

If you have any further questions, please either call us or send us an email. We can also custom build if further special requirements are required, there are
additional daily costs involved. If we do not cover your language on our platform, we will send you an excel sheet and kindly ask
you to translate all the words.

